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Foreword

Two cavers fully geared are ready to enter the
Dragon’s Breath. The cave has been discovered by
Jacques Martini, a french geologist studying some
aerial photos. At 80 m of depth a huge lake of almost
2.6 ha, has been located.

The northern part of Namibia is well known for the
occurrence of wide areas of dolomitic rocks.
Geologists have established that these formations
are more than 500 million years old and made from
the activity of the oldest life-forms on the planet:
the cianobacteria. These ancient algae can still be
found in today’s oceans and were responsible for
the first presence, and subsequent increase, of
oxigen content of our atmosphere. Limestone and
dolomitic terranes are also known for allowing the
formation of caves and shafts due to ease of
solution when mixed with acid waters. Today
nearly one hundred caves have been discovered and
mapped in Namibia and most of them in the Otavi
region. Their depth ranges between a few meters to
250 m, but the main feature is the presence in a
relatively small area, of wide underground lakes.

Area
The area choosen for the cave research is located in
the Tsumeb-Otavi-Grootfontein triangle were other
explorations have been carried out in the recent
past. These studies led to the discoveries of a big
underground lake: a chamber, 250 m in diameter,
located 80 m underground and filled with fresh
water over 100 m deep (Dragon’s Breath on cover
photos). Many other caves and smaller lakes have
been reported more recently: Aigamas, Gamkarab,
Harasib,Aikab.

Aims

During summer 2011 a team of 18 people carried 500
kg of equipment allowing to 2 cavers a record dive at
105 m depth in Dragon’s Breath lake (Johnny
Martinez-Philippe Marti). The picture shows the net
of supply lines connecting the surface to the dive
zone: high pressure hose, telephone and electric
cables, safety and climbing ropes.

“NAMGROWS” is a project, largely self
sponsored, for the exploration of the caves in Otavi
maountain area, a semiarid and low populated zone
2
of 120 km . First visits date back to the late ‘80s
(south african and german cavers), than yearly from
2005 (italian cavers). Recently other members have
joined the team and coming from Switzerland,
Namibia, South Africa. To date many useful
informations have been gathered, also for the local
communities. Briefly our main goals are:
To discover and explore new caves
To document with photos and videos
To perform hydrogeological studies that could
help understanding this fragile environment
and locate new sites for water boreholes

The lake’s surface. The “beach” in the foreground is
the only available place to rig up for the cave dive.

Water and stalagmite analysis, particularly, should
help to date the beginning of formations of these
underground chambers giving new insights to
climate change in recent past and allowing to
forecast that of the near future.
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Harasib lake is the deepest in the region. During 2012
exploration, the cave diver Stéphane Girardin,
reached 147 m below surface, without reaching the
bottom. The three hours dive was made in open
circuit, while oxigen during decompression was
supplied from surface through a hose. The lake is
located on a hillslope and at the bottom of a 110 m
shaft. The clear waters allows to see a flashlight down
to 100 m and are not much old: the deep samples
collected, showed to be less then 60-70 years old.
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The main shaft is 84 m, then a sloping ledge takes to the lake,
30 m below. Along the NE wall an iron ladder left from the first
explorers in late ‘50s is still visible.
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Along the main shaft of Harasib cave, two casing wells are still
visible. The boreholes have been drilled during late ‘60s when
the lake level was 30 m higher then today. Overpumping and a
decrease in the mean annual rainfall led to a lowering of the
water table and they were abandoned.

Numerous speleothemes (cave formations), some
underwater, can be regarded on the southern part.
The temperature is nearly constant during all the
year (24°)

The researches and the future
The local use of the groundwater is strongly
dependent on mining activity and agricolture.
Since the '20s, local farmers have noticed a link
between caves and groundwater and even now
Dragon's Breath, of 2.6 ha, is one of the main point
of water abstraction for irrigation purpose. A drop
in the water level (as deep as 30 m) is taking place
since the end of the ‘70s due both to natural and
artificial phenomena.
The blind fish Clarias is endemic of Aigamas cave,
where 180 of them have been counted
Spring
Plain

The aquifer balance is therefore unsteady and the
management of this fragile environment should
take into consideration the following topics:

Underground water flow

Reusing of water from the mining sector
Developing artificial recharge techniques
Reducing the impact of fertilizers
Defining the depth of karst erosion and cave
distribution
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Underground water flows depicted from 2011-2012
records. The blue line shows the supposed connection
between the two lakes, 2.5 km apart.
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A water level
transducer: this
instrument records
variations of a few mm
of water and can store
up to 400000 readings
during a whole year.
(STS-Milan)

Aquifer levels at Harasib farm between september 2010 and june 2011
(non vented transducers STS DLN/70)
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Between 2010 and 2011 water level loggers have
been lowered in lakes and water wells, to monitor
fluctuations during 10 months. The recordings
allowed to reconstruct the main underground water
flows, recharge and discharge areas, giving also
additional clues to the hydraulic connection
between the two lakes of Harasib and Dragon's
Breath which are only 2.5 km apart. They also
showed that in Dragon’s Breath nearly 185000 cum
of water have replenished the aquifer during 5
months. In the near future we hope to extend the
researches surveying with DPV and ROV the
fourth big lake too:Aikab in Etosha.
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Above: The three coloured lines were obtained from
thausands of water level readings and gave additional clues
on the aquifer. E.g. the Dragon’s Breath rose 7 m (red line) in
a 5 months period.
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Left: a stalagmite recovered from the bottom of the WackDoom shaft, at -130 m. The dating performed by dr E. Marais
showed an age of nearly 6000 years and that the bottom of the
cave was probably underwater for some time.

All pictures taken from expedition members between 2005 and 2012
Contact details: Alessio Fileccia (geofile@libero.it)

